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CR-701 - RGB

Technical Data

Length  125 mm (incl. fan)

Width  120 mm (incl. fan)

Height  75 mm (incl. fan)

Weight  420 g (incl. fan)

Fan dimensions  120 x 120 x 25 mm

Material  Hybrid

Fan speed  800 - 1,500 rpm

Air flow  36.7 - 85.6 m³/h

Noise  19.5 - 29.2 dB(A)

Fan connector  4-Pin PWM

Heatpipe  5 x 6 mm

Max. TDP  135 Watt

Manufacturer number  CR701B

Code  4250140366009

Order number  100600600

Logistical Data
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Jonsbo CR-701 Black - RGB, CPU Kühler f. Intel LGA775/1150/1151/1155/1156 & AMD AM2(+)/AM3(+)/FM1/FM2(+)/AM4, 5 x 6 mm Heatpipes, 120 mm
RGB LED Lüfter, 800 - 1.600 U/Min, 18 - 25,0 db(A)

With the CR-701 Black - RGB Jonsbo extends its cooler portfolio with a particularly compact HTPC model. The silver aluminum cooling fins are covered
with a frame made of black anodized aluminum in order to underline the high quality of the product.

The cooler is equipped with a PWM fan with RGB LED lighting. The RGB LEDs of the CR-701 Black - RGB undergo a temporally slightly shifted color
change with 256 colors. Through this ongoing change of colors, the various quadrants of the fan are always illuminated differently - an impressive
spectacle of light in each case.

One of the main features of the CR-701 Black - RGB is its low profile design. With a mounting height of only 75 mm including fan, the cooler is
predestined especially for home cinema / multimedia systems with low height.

The CR-701 Black - RGB uses the proven T-shaped "Down Draft" radiator design, which directs the air flow perpendicular to the mainboard and thus
cools the surrounding components. In this way, voltage converter, memory and chipset can be cooled effectively.

For the CR-701 Black - RGB, Jonsbo is relying on the Heatpipe Direct Touch (HDT) technology. Five high-end heatpipes (diameter 6 mm) are embedded
in the base plate of the cooler. The copper heatpipes are located directly on the CPU surface ("direct touch") and dissipate the waste heat from the
processor very quickly to the aluminum cooling fins. The innovative design ensures effective dissipation of the absorbed heat over the large surface.

The HTPC cooler comes with a 120mm PWM fan with RGB LED illumination, which generates a sound level of around 19.5 - 29.2 dB (A) at a speed of
800 - 1,500 rpm. He pushes between 36.7 and 85.6 m³/h air through the radiator, thus ensuring an outstanding cooling performance. The CR-701 Black -
RGB is rated for up to 135 watts TDP.

The cooler has universal mounting capabilities that allow it to be used on most current Intel (LGA 775, 1155/1156/1150/1151) and AMD (FM1, FM2, AM2,
AM2 +, AM3 and AM3 +) platforms. Of course, the cooler comes also with mounting hardware for AM4 Ryzen processors from AMD.


